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The micronewton thrust range capabilities of Field Emission Electric Propulsion have recently received

considerable attention, in view of the application potential of this type of thrusters In high performance disturbance

compensation systems. Various planned scientific missions would greatly benefit from the use of FEEP-based drag-

free controllers, under both the mass saving and the performance improvement standpoints; among them, the

proposed ESA/NASA project SAGITTARIUS acknowledges FEEP as a key mission-enabling technology. This

paper highlights the potential advantages of the use of FEEP as compared to conventional cold gas thrusters and

reviews the development status of FEEP subsystems. To Illustrate these advantages, the FEEP system configuration,

as well as system, subsystem and interface requirements are analyzed in the paper for the SAGITTARIUS case.

Introduction investigation of the performance of different emitter configu-

rations was performed and the present design was assessed2.

T HE SCIENTIFIC community's recent interest in Field Under ESA support, FEEP research was then transferred to
Emission Electric Propulsion systems for high perform- SEP, France, and the University of Pisa, Italy, in the'80s; the

ance disturbance compensation systems for drag-free space- development of a micronewton system is now carried out by
craft represents a major breakthrough for this technology. CENTROSPAZIO under ESA's sponsorship, either directly
While FEEP was traditionally intended as a candidate for the or as a sub-contractor to SEP. Some emitter tests are still
attitude control and fine pointing of small satellites, i.e., for carried out at the ESTEC Electric Propulsion Laboratory.3

mN level thrust missions', this new, previously unforeseen This paper reviews the operational capabilities of FEEP
application opportunity is due to its capabilities in the very low for pN thrust missions. FEEP system configuration, perform-
thrust range (about I pN). Several scientific missions, based ance and integration issues, with reference to the proposed
on drag-free technology, have been proposed over the last few relativistic gravitation mission SAGITTARIUS, are finally
years. FEEP is perfectly suited to the challenging propulsion discussed.
requirements of this class of spacecraft; moreover, it features
a certain number of unique characteristics, which enable the
design of unprecedented high-performance drag-free control- FEEP Technology
lers. The whole FEEP system is being reconfigured for the
lower thrust range. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the FEEP system and its

The first studies on the feasibility of a field emission interfaces with the spacecraft. The system components are
thruster were carried outin the 70s by ESTEC, where the early described in the following paragraphs; the status of develop-

ment of the subsystems and the present research activities are

t Professor. Department of Aerospace Engineering; Direcor CENTRO briefly outlined. A detailed description of the field ioniziation
SPAZIO, Pisa, Italy; member AIAA, E.P. Technical Committee. mechanism is given in Refs. 4 and 5.
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Fig. 1 - Block Diagram of the FEEP System

the height of the slit and the width of the blades; the latter is ing process are possible12, the emitter technology can be con-
limited only by machining problems, since the inner surfaces sideredas fully assessed Aone year "extended endurance" (or
and the slit tips require very precise surface finishing. The "reduced lifetime") test, aimed at evaluating the deterioration
value of the gap between the emitter and the accelerator of emitter performance with time (if any), will start in autumn
electrode (in the order of 1 mm), as well as the details of the 1993 at ESTEC.
shape of the accelerator window, have only a modest effect Figures 3 to 5 show some typical experimental perform-
upon thrusterperformance. Ata total applied voltageof 10kV, ance data. Emission current vs. total applied voltage (charac-
specific impulse is in the range of 10000 s and may be easily teristic curve) is shown in fig. 3 for a 5 cm long emitter; the
adjusted to user needs by varying the voltage. Specific power characteristic curves were recorded at three different back-
is in the range of 50 W/mN; although this figure is quite high ground pressure values. The thrust vs. power curve of fig. 4
when compared to other ion thrusters, it is acceptable at a was obtained with a 1 mm long emitter, at the ESTEC Electric
thrust level in the order of several tens of pN. Emission rise Propulsion Laboratory. Figure 5 refers to a 3 cm long emitteri
time ranges from 10 to 30 ms, depending upon the ion current; recently tested atCENTROSPAZIO 3 .Theresultsofionba
the impulse bit can be as small as 10-' Ns. scanning by means of an electrostatic probe is reporte

All of the details of the emitter design have been thor- showing a slight inhomogeneity in the distribution of the
oughly investigated. A considerable quantity of experimental emitting sites. The lateral divergency angles of the beam ar
data, that cover the whole operating envelope (from 1 pN to 5 estimated.
mN) in both steady and pulsed operation (up to 10 Hz, 50%
duty cycle), are available 3A7 .s-9.10-.. Although design im- Feeding System
provementsorevenradicalchangesintheemittermanufactur- A propellant storage and feeding system, tailored for use

in a mN range thruster, was developed by SEP'4 . The system
ACCELERATOR consists of a tank containing Cs2CrO 4 powder, an inert com.

pound, easy to handle and store. When heated to 660 °C, the
SLIT CIS "' powder decomposes and pure caesium is released. This device,

. thoroughly tested at SEP and CENTROSPAZIO 13, is very
S-sturdy and reliable; nevertheless, it is not adequate for a

micronewton system, asitrequires considerable heating power
c RESERVOIR (about 12 W) and introduces a high temperature spot which

C RESERR could be incompatible with the delicate scientific instrumen-
Station of a typical drag-free satellite (see following sections).

NEUTRALIZER However, this concept is attractive as a bulk storage system;
Ve Va for instance, it could be employed for caesium storage during

____the launch and coast phases of a long duration mission.
A new system, based on the use of capillary forces, is being

studied at CENTROSPAZIO. As the amount of propellant
Fig. 2 - FEEP Thruster Schematic
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VG 3.01kV.I«0.13mA
Ve-4.0,V.le0.21mA

required for a drag-free mission is typically of a few grams, it v,,s ok V.I..2z9mA
seems possible to manufacture a self-contained, integral emit- vs-6.okv.1,.o 42mA

ter-reservoir unit, thus limiting the feeding system control Ve-7.OkV.!-o.60mA 0.42

parameters to the tank temperature only. The results of the vaccei.-sk

assessment study phase are expected for early 1994.
0.29

Neutralizer 1.5 12*
A breadboard neutralizer has been designed and built by 0/- 21

SEP and is now undergoing experimental testing at
CENTROSPAZIO' s . The neutralizer is a small czsium plasma 0.3

bridge unit, conceived for mN thrust level, and based on the
same storage concept as the feeding system tank. The same
problems outlined above for the storage tank prevent its
application to a micronewton system. A low current, low
power neutralizer is being studied at CENTROSPAZIO. Sev-
eral concepts, including hollow cathodes, cold gas discharge
sources, thermionic electron emitters and new technologies
like field emission electron sources ("Spindt cathodes") are
being evaluated. A selection will be made in mid 1994.

Power Conditioning and Control Unit Fig. 5 -Beam Scanning
An ESA contract has been awarded to CENTROSPAZIO,

with Bradford Engineering (The Netherlands) acting as a sub- last few decades A dra-free sacecraft (fig. 6)is a vehicle
contractor, for the design and testing of a FEEP dedicated
PCU. The requirements of the SAGITARIUS mission (see equipped with a sophisticated disturbance compensation sys-

next section) were assumed as design drivers. The project tem. A proof mass is located within a cavity in the satellite and
is free to fluctuate in it The position of the proof mass is

comprises the manufacturing and testing of a technology
demonstration breadboard and of a flight-identical engineer- continuously monitoredby a set of sensors, and the measured

inguniThcompletionoftheprogram is scheduled- deviation of the mass from its nominal location is used as an

1995. input signal for the controller of the propulsion system, which
drives the thrusters in order to keep the deviation to a mini-
mum. Typical reaction force values are in the range of 0.1 +

Micronewton Thrust Missions 100 IpN. The proof mass is never allowed to touch the cavity
walls. The only disturbances on the proof mass arise from the

The Drag-Free Spacecraft satellite itself (electrostatic and magnetic forces, brownian
Drag-free satellites, fst proposed by Lange in motion due to residual gas in the cavity, etc.), and can be
Drag-free satellites, first proposed by Lange in 1964, are

one of the most interesting space technology challenges of the reduced to tolerable values by careful structural design and an
one of the most interesting space technology challenges of the . .

appropriate selection of materials. The satellite is thus forced
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Fig. 6 - The Drag-free Satellite

to "chase" the proof mass, actively shielding it from the non- cylindercontainingasmall artificial planetary system madeof
gravitational forces (the largest of which are the aerodynamic two spherical masses which orbit around each other 0.The aimdrag and the solar radiation pressure). The result is that the of the mission is to measure the universal gravitation constant,
spacecraft follows a purely gravitational trajectory in space. G, with an improvement of two orders of magnitude

The first drag-free satellite, TRIAD 1, was flown in 1972 accuracy; this will be obtained by preliminary precisio
by US Navy' s .TRIAD successfully demonstrated the viability weighing of the two planets and in-orbit tracking of the orbita
and the capabilities of the drag-free concept, and opened the parameters.
way to the applications identified by Lange in its precursor
work. A drag-free satellite, free falling along a space-time STEP
geodetic, is the ideal test bench for gravitation theories, with STEP stands for "Satellite Test of the Equivalence Princi-
applications ranging from the validation of the general theory pie"21. This very fundamental physical principle is one of the
of relativity to the search for experimental evidence of the basis of the general theory of relativity. Onboard the satellite,
existence of gravitational waves. Furthermore, the analysis of the relative motion of two free-falling concentric cylinders
the thrust history and the orbit-tracking data gathered by madeoutofdifferentmaterialsisobserved. A violationof the
means of LIDAR (LIght Detection And RAnging) or GPS equivalence principle would result in slightly different orbits,
(Global Positioning System) can yield highly valuable infor- which would generate a read-out signal at orbital frequency.
mation about the residual atmosphere density and the higher
harmonics of the gravity field of the earth, at no additional SAGITTARIUS
cost. Drag-free technology could also be applied to orbit SAGITTARIUS is an acronym for Spaceborne Astro-
sustaining for very low altitude spacecraft and to disturbance nomical Gravity-wave Interferometer To Test Aspects of
compensation onboard microgravity laboratories". Relativity and Investigate Unknown Sources22 -. This mis-

During the last few years, several drag-free missions have sion is devoted to the detection of gravitational waves, emitted
been proposed in the USA and in Europe. Some of the most by known astronomical sources, by means of very large basi$
interesting concepts are briefly outlined in the following laser interferometry. The experiment consists of a constella-
paragraphs. tion of six drag-free satellites on a geocentric circular orbit at

600 000 km altitude (fig. 7). The choice of a retrograde orbit
Gravity Probe B (GP-B) leads to small deviations from circularity and minimizes the

This mission is based on the observation of the free-fall long-term drift due to lunar resonance effects. The six space-
motion of a set of accurately stabilized gyroscopes. Change in craft will be launched together by a single Delta II 7925
the orientation of the spin axes of the gyros would be caused vehicle. The satellites are placed in couples, with each satellite
by the space-time curvature produced by the earth's mass and, about 1 km from its partner; the spacecraft track each other by
to a minor extent, by the so called "frame-dragging" effect of laserbeams. The spacecraftare equipped with a high precision
the terrestrial rotation. The mission goal is to verify some of accelerometer (an improved version of the GRADIO units
the predictions of the general theory of relativity. developed by ONERA for the ARISTOTELES mission), from

which the acceleration signal is used to drive the FEEP
Newton thrusters in order to cancel out all of the non-gravitational

In this mission, the spacecraft is a 3 m diameter hollow forces acting on the vehicle. This control system (ANCHOR
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troller) anchors the spacecraft to inertial space, with residual
acceleration noise less than 3 10'- ms-2 Hz"1 2 and residual Fg. SAGITTARIS Spacecraft Configuration
position noise less than 5 pm Hz-". The satellite couples are
about 106 km apart, forming thihe arms ofa ichelson interfer-
ometer. Variation in the arm length would indicate the passing employed cold gas thrusters. These thrusters, which are quite

of a gravitational wave. simple in principle, are perfectly suited to a large number of

SAGITTARIUS is eneintended to investigate the gravita- applications, but their use in a drag-free controller onboard a

tional wave frequency spectrum ranging from 10-1 to 104 Hz, highly sensitive scientific spacecraft is critical from several

with a strain sensitivity goal of 10-20 ms"2 Hz'" 2; no existing or standpoints; moreover, it is cumbersome, or even impossible,

envisaged earth-based detector can match these values. The to operate them satisfactorily at one micronewton or less. The

sources of gravitational waves that lie within the sensitivity of following intrinsic drawbacks of cold gas thrusters have

the mission include known galactic binary stars, neutron star imposed the selection of FEEP as the baseline propulsion

binaries, black hole binaries, white dwarf binaries, coalescing system for SAGITTARIUS:

supermassive black hole binaries, and the capture of compact * cold gas needs to be stored in a pressurized tank. This

stars by supermassive black holes in galactic nuclei, means that extraweight is added to the spacecraft due to heavy

The spacecraft configuration is shown in fig. 8. The structures, hermetic seals, piping, etc.;

spacecraft body is a cylinder, 1.25 m high and 0.70 m in * the specific impulse of cold gas thrusters is very low.

diameter, made of carbon-carbon. The central section of the TRIAD 1 was equipped with Freon thrusters with I, = 45 s; in

cylinder hosts the scientific instrumentation and the electron- order to deliver a total impulse of 600 Ns over a total mission

ics, and supports the propulsion system; FEEP has been duration of 1 year, 1.4 kgofpropellant was needed. GP-B and

baselined as the drag-free propulsion system. Two hollow STEP use helium thrusters with I, = 150 s; helium is available

cylinders above and below the central section hold the solar onboard as a boil-off product of the cryostat that hosts the

cell arrays, the communication antennas and one sun sensor scientific instrumentation. The total amountof propellant that

The 1.5 m 2 of GaAs solar cells provide 110 W of total power can be carried imposes a limit to the mission lifetime. As the

at any time. A 2 amp-hr Li-Ti S2 battery provides power at specific impulse of FEEP is in the order of 10000 s, the mass

subsistence level during the occasional solar eclipses or for of propellant is in the order of several tens of grams even for

high thrust FEEP firing for orbit correction. The total esti- long duration missions (SAGITTARIUS is expected to gather

mated satellite mass (after thejettisoning of the launch adapter science data for at least 5 years);

and the chemical engine) is 88 kg. the gas flow must be controlled by valves. The operation

SAGITTARIUS has been proposed as a joint NASA/ESA of a valve implies a mechanical displacement of some piece of

mission, and is presently a candidate M3 medium-size scien- hardware; even the smoothest operation can induce vibrations

tific mission for the ESA Horizon 2000 programme. The which would alter the microgravity environment 24. For very

mission concept was originated at JPL and at JILA (Joint demanding missions like SAGITTARIUS, the variation in the

Institute of Laboratory Astrophysics, Boulder, CO) and stud- self-gravity field of the spacecraft due to a 1 cm displacement

ied by an international US-European scientific team. of a 10 g mass is a considerable source of noise. TRIAD used
a thrust on-off control scheme in order to minimize valve
leakage and increase reliability; due to the poor performance

FEEP vs. Conventional Thrusters of the thrusters in the low thrust range, the thrust duty cycle
was set to only 0.1 %, thus very frequent valve operation was

Low thrust, low total impulse missions have traditionally required. The more sophisticated thrusters developed for GP-

5
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B and STEP operate in proportional mode (i.e., thrust can be Attitude Control
continuously throttled); this reduces the mechanical noise, but While solar radiation pressure is compensated by the
poses nozzle calibration problems. As FEEP has no valve, nor thrusters facing the opposite direction of the sun, thrusters
any movingparts, anymechanicalorgravitational compatibil- facing the sun must fire at thrusts below 1 pN to provide
ity problem is avoided. Fine thrust throttling depends on the attitude control for the fine positioning of the instrumentation
control electronics voltage resolution only; for SAGITTA- optics.
RIUS, a thrust resolution of 0.01 tiN is envisaged;
* on a drag-free satellite for gravitational physics experi- Orbit Correction
ments, gaseous propellant motions can be a major source of The spacecraft orbit was chosen for long term stability.
disturbance. The self-gravity field can be significantly altered First order solar perturbations have an amplitude of less than
by the displacement of the propellant center of gravity due to 104 km and a period of 23 days, leading to a maximum relative
the exhaust mass flow. Propellant sloshing is an obvious velocity of 30 m/s; higher frequency perturbations, with a
source of disturbance, but even the tidal motion of the propel- period of9 days and an amplitude of 230 km, are due to smaller
lantcenterofgravityunderthecombinedEarth-Moonattraction lunar effects, leading to relative velocities of less than 2 m/s.
can affect the self-gravity conditions onboard. To overcome The orbit corrections, performed daily, require several of the
this problem, a special electrostatic helium tide control system thrusters to provide up to 25 pN for a period of up to 20
was designed for STEP. On TRIAD, the propellant tank minutes. Thrust resolution of 3 % at 25 pN is required.
arrangement was composed of two concentric toroidal reser-
voirs, in order to minimize the displacements of the center of In all of the operation modes, thrust ripple must be as low
mass and the variations in the gravity gradient. With FEEP, the as possible; the goal is thrust fluctuation of less than one part
small amount of propellant required is contained in a very in 104 at 1 pN in the band 104 + 10-' Hz.
compact reservoir in the emitter module; due to the very high The nominal duration of the mission is 5 years; an ex-
specific impulse, the mass flow rate is extremely small (about tended duration of 10 years is envisaged.
10"1 kg/s at 1 tN), and the gravity field variations are
negligible. The following design options were selected:

Sthe thrusters are grouped in four clusters, spaced at 900
System Study - The SAGITTARIUS Case around the center circumference of the spacecraft central

body. Each cluster is composed of four thrusters, pointing out
System Overall Configuration in different directions, at a 450 angle with respect to the

The FEEP system for SAGITTARIUS is in the prelimi- mounting surface. Pure translation, pure rotation or a com-
nary definition phase; nevertheless, many of its aspects have bined motion can be obtained by selective thrusting. If the
already attained a sufficient degree of detail. The system emitters fire at T = 25 pN, the propulsion system control
configuration isrepresentativeofhow aFEEPbased drag-free authority (i.e., the maximum translation thrust) is T = 6 T
controller would be arranged for a wide class of applications. sin450 = 100 pN (fig. 9);

The tasks of the propulsion system of SAGITTARIUS are: * a single neutralizer is located in the middle of each cluster.
For the purposes of this study, the neutralizer is assumed to be

* to compensate the disturbance forces acting on the space- a field emission electron source; typical performance data are
craft (drag-free reaction); found in Ref. 12, although further improvement can be gained
* to provide attitude control of the spacecraft; by a careful, dedicated design for the FEEP application. The
* to perform daily orbit correction maneuvers.

Drag-free Reaction
The main perturbance acting on the satellite is the solar

radiation pressure. The spacecraft orbit is at about 1 AU from
the sun; neglecting the modest effects due to the solar flux
variations, the solar radiation pressure may be estimated at
4.5-10' N/m2. For the given spacecraft configuration, this
yields an average acceleration a = 10' m/s2, acting along the
sun-spacecraft line. The position of the proof mass inside the
GRADIO accelerometers is measured every 102 s; during this
integration time, the spacecraft drift is approximately 5 1013
m. In order to cancel this deviation, the thrusters on the shady
side of the satellite must provide continuous thrust in the order
of 1 pN, with 1% resolution. Thrust should be controllable
with high accuracy, assuming the FEEP emission rise time be
equal to 30 ms, thrust resolution of 0.01 pN yields a AV bit of
310-12 m/s.

Fig. 9 - Thruster Cluster Arrangement
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power consumption is assumed to be 0.12 W per mA of ementary charge andMc, is the molecular weight of casium.
emitted electron current; Atemitter voltage V,= 5.8 kV, the specific impulse is I1= 8887
* an integral propellant tank -emitter unit is employed25. The s. Assuming continuous operation at 1 pN, with 20 minutes per
propellant is stored as pure liquid cesium and delivered to the day at 25 pN (1.4 % of the total time), over a total duration of
emitter slit by capillarity; no mass flow rate control is needed, 5 years, the total mass of propellant per emitter is 2.5 g. The
as the system is self-regulating. The tank is hermetically mass required for 16 emitters, forextended lifetime (10 years)
sealed before launch. The cluster, composed by four tank - and adding an extra 25 % contingency margin, is M = 50 g.
emitter- acceleratorassembliesandoneneutralizer, is equipped The mass of an emitter-accelerator-tank module is about 40 g,
with temperature sensors and heaters, and interfaces with the while the mass of the field emission neutralizer is less than 20
spacecraft via electrical connectors only; g; thus, the mass of the whole propulsion system is:

Sthe nominal powerallocated tothe whole FEEP system (16
emitters) is 10 W. During orbit correction maneuvers, the Propellant mass 50 g (negligible)
power input can reach 40 W. Thrusters (including harness) 2 kg

PCUs 16 kg
An estimate of the maximum power consumption of the

system can be obtained by assuming a fictitious operational TOTAL 18 kg
situation, with all 16 emitters firing at maximum thrust (T = 25
pN). Subsystems

From the experimental data available26, the best choice for Feeding System
the thruster geometry is a 5 mm long emitter, with a standard For 10 years extended mission lifetime, each emitter needs
1.2 pm slit height. Extrapolating the experimental data fora 1 about6gramsof casium. This very smallamountof propellant
mm emitter, the design point is V, = + 5.8 kV, V, = - 5kV, can be easily managed by a surface tension device. Early
yielding an estimated ion current I = 210 pA. Neglecting the results from on-going contract studies show the feasibility of
accelerator current loss, the electrical power input per emitter a capillary force based feeding system. This system consists in
is P = V-I, = 1.218 W; the power required for the 16 emitters an appropriately shaped reservoir, directly connected to the
is then Pe a 19.5 W. The total neutralizer power is P. = emitter blades, requiring no external force todrivethepropel-
160.2100.12 0.4 W. lant to the slit, thus avoiding any moving parts, valves,

During operation, the emitter temperature must be higher propellant ducts or pressurized vessels. The resulting emitter
than the melting point of casium (28.5 °C), but low enough to - tank assembly is a compact unit; no flow control is required,
limit thepropellant vaporization, which could cause problems as the propellant flow to the emitter blades is self-adjusting
in the electrical isolation between the electrodes. The design under the opposite actions of the surface tension and the ion
temperature is 35 *C. From a conservative estimate25, the extraction electrostatic force. The unit temperature is the only
thermal powerrequirement forall 16emittersislessthan 2 W, control variable which must be regulated by a dedicated
even in the worst situation (cluster on the satellite's shady system.
side), if multilayer thermal isolation and reflective coating of The envisaged operational sequence of the integral emitter
the cluster is provided. - tank unit is as follows:

Assuming the PCU efficiency q = 0.85, including control
and digital data handling circuitry, the total power consump- * aftera 350 °C bakeout, the unit is filled with high purity liquid
tion of the propulsion system is: casium in a vacuum vessel on ground;

Sthe emitter is fired for several hours, in order for the
Emitters 19.5 W propellant to completely wet the emitter blades. Current/
PCU Power Loss 3.5 W voltage characteristics are recorded;
Neutralizer 0.4 W * the thruster is covered with a hermetically sealed envelope.
Thermal Control 2 W The temperature of the assembly is set to a TBD value, well

below the melting pointof casium (28.5 C), thus freezing the
TOTAL 25.4 W propellant; the thermal control system maintains the tempera-

ture within safety limits during storage, pre-launch, launch
which lies well within the 40 W peak requirement and coast phases. In this way, any motion of the propellant

A similar calculation of the power consumption for 1 pN inside the tank is avoided, and no propellant orientation
continuous thrusting of all emitters yields a value of about 3 procedure in microgravity is needed;
W, most of which is used for the thermal control. * once the spacecraft has reached its operational location in

orbit, the envelope is released, the temperature is raised to
The calculation of the propellant mass is performed using about 35 *C and the thruster is ready to fire.

the following relations for the specific impulse and the mass
flow ratio: Other czsium storage and feeding mechanisms are under

evaluation; among others, the use of porous tungsten layers for

S 1 2e CVe  = _ bulk storageand thepossibilityof casium deliveryby inertgas
o go Cs 8o Isp overpressure were studied. However, the final choice is likely

to be the capillary force system.
where go is the standard gravity acceleration, e- is the el-

7
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Neutralizer * the source is extremely simple: no moving parts, no gases, no
A single neutralizer is located in the middle ofeach cluster. high temperature components. Only one power supply, at a

At T = 25 pN, the estimated ion current is I, = 210 pA; thus, moderate, continuous voltage is required;
the total current per cluster is I = 840 pA. The neutralizer shall * the electron emission rise time is practically zero. The
be able to deliver an electron current of the same magnitude, electron current is easily throttlable by varying the applied
in order to avoid electrostatic charging of the spacecraft and to voltage;
prevent the ion beam stall due to the space charge effect. * the current per unit area is quite large (1 mA/mm2). A flight

A preliminary study has shown that the most promising unit could be made of a large number of electrically discon-
electron source concept is the miniaturized field emission nected small modules, each working at a high derating rate (I
device, which is likely to be selected for the micronewton 5 200 pA/mm 2), thus providing redundancy in case of short
FEEP neutralizer. This device was recently developed by the - circuits.
flat TV screens industry. The electron source consists of a
small emitting area, of about 1 mm2, made up from about 10' Issues needing further investigation are reliability, electri-
spikes, manufactured with microelectronic techniques. The cal characteristics reproducibility, and performance sensitiv-
spikes are pan-size needles madeof arefractory material (such ity to the background pressure (although thus is not a concern
as Nb), deposited on a silicon substrate, in front of which is a in the case of high orbit spacecraft like SAGITTARIUS). In a
Mo grid, with small holes (5 ipN diameter) facing the needle flight unit, an important role will be played by the power
tips; the grid is insulated with a thin layer of SiO. The conditioning and control unit, which has the task of continu-
threshold voltage for electron emission is as low as 70 V; a ously adjusting the neutralizer working point to match the ion
typical operating voltage is 100 V. Fig. 10 depicts typical beam current.
current/voltage curves for a field emission electron source.
These curves were recorded during an endurance test; a Power Conditioning and Control Unit
moderate variation of the I/V characteristics with time can be The PCU must perform the following tasks:
noticed. * high voltage supply to the emitter and the accelerator

A field emission neutralizer is very attractive for a * low voltage supply to the neutralizer
microthrust FEEP system for the following reasons: * thermal monitoring and control of the thruster components

* telemetry and telecommand data handling
Sthe field emission electron sources are the highest perform-

ance components currently on the market from both the power On the basis of the SAGITTARIUS spacecraft configuration,
efficiency and the weight standpoint: the mass of a 1 mA the PCU design specifications are as follows:
source is less then 1 g, excluding the electrical connector, and - Input Power
the power consumption is about 0.12 W; Input voltage: 28 V d.c. (regulated satellite bus).

se ' . '
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Fig. 10 - Field Emission Electron Source -
Experimental Current/Voltage Curve
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Fig. 11 - Experimental Voltage/Thrust Curve (5 mm emitter)

- High VoltageT = 0.7 N at V = 5 kV)
A least square fitting of the available experimental data 3 Maximum crenT = 0.7 N at =0.1 mA

with a second order polynomial leads to the the following
relationship: Drag-free Reaction Mode

6204263.682T0.39666 V,= 2.22 + 6.32 kV
V 62 + 63.682 T - 0.39666 Voltage resolution: AV, s 1.0 V (corresponding to

AT= 0.012 pN at V,= 5 kV)
where V is the emitter voltage [V] and Tis thrust [pN]. These Maximum current I = 0.1 mA
data refer to a 5 mm length, 1.2 pm slit height emitter, at V, =
- 3kV (fig. 11). * The high voltagesettlingtime shall benotgreaterthan 5 ms

In a flight system, it is appropriate to fix the emitter voltage for both emitter and accelerator, under every operating condi-
and vary the accelerator voltage, as the electrical power of the tion.
acceleratorcircuit is much lowerthan the emittercircuit power
(the accelerator current, due to the beam divergency, typically * High voltage stabilization: as goodas possible; design goal
being about 1/50 of the emitter current). As the emission is 0.1 V max ripple amplitude in the range 105 + 10 4 Hz. The
current (i.e., thrust) depends only on the total voltage drop requirement may beeased at high frequencies (above 10 Hz).
between the electrodes (while the voltage distribution has
little effect), the above formula has been used to calculate the - Thermal Control
voltage range and the voltage resolution, taking into account
the actual value of Ve. The objective of the thermal design of the envisaged

The voltage resolution values have been chosen according emitter/tank unit is to reduce heat input from the environment,
to the use of 8 bit DACs (digital -analogic converter) for the via super-insulation of the component, in order to avoid the
emitter and the accelerator in orbit correction mode, and 12 bit use of cooling devices. Preliminary results of the feeding
DAC for the accelerator in drag-free reaction mode. Each PCU system study have shown the feasibility of this concept; thus,
shall control one cluster, i.e., four emitter/accelerator units the task of the PCU thermal control system is simply to
and one neutralizer. provide heating of the emitter/tank unit and heating of the

neutralizer and of the PCU itself, when the temperature falls
SEmitter voltage below predetermined threshold values.

V, =3+7kV
Voltage resolution: AV, 5 15.62 V The temperatures will be measured by at least two sensors,
Maximum current: I. = 0.5 mA placed on different locations on the emitter/tank unit Emitter

* Accelerator voltage temperature range is 0 + 40 *C.

Orbit Correction Mode The PCU weight should not exceed 3 kg.
V, = 2.7 + 8.2 kV
Voltage resolution: AV, < 21.48 V (corresponding to

9
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Conclusions Propulsion Conference, Viareggio, Italy, October 1991

FEEP research is currently focussed on the realization of 10. Genovese, A., Marcuccio, S., Repola, F., Andrenucci, M.,
a complete micronewton thrust level system for drag-free "Pulsed FEEP - Characterization of the Emitter Starting
satellites. The present status of this technology has been Procedure", Final Report to ESTEC Contract 7517/87/NL/
briefly reviewed, and an example of a possible future applica- PH-Rider 1, 1992
tion for a planned mission described. The SAGITTARIUS
mission provides a unique opportunity for Electric Propulsion 11. Marcuccio, S., Genovese, A., Andrenucci, M.,
to be employed for the first time in an application that can not "Experimental Performance of Continuous and Pulsed FEEP
be covered by any other technology. Thrusters", IEPC-93-155, 23th International Electric

Propulsion Conference, Seattle, WA, 1993
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